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 PHP Developer 

MyGov is the citizen engagement platform of Government of India. It is an Independent Business 

Division under Digital India Corporation, a Section 8 company under the Ministry of Electronics & 

Information Technology. Details about MyGov can be seen at https://MyGov.in . 

MyGov is looking for a PHP Developer, responsible for developing consumer user-experience centric 

code.  

An ideal candidate should be able to Implement code which is written in PHP and PHP Frameworks like 

Laravel, CodeIgniter, Cake PHP, Symfony etc. 

The ability to work in a dynamic and exciting environment with strict deadlines and in a team is highly 

valued. Ultimately, you’ll be required to drive citizen engagement. 

You will be under probation for the first 3 months from the date of joining. It is not mandatory for 

MyGov to absorb you or offer you a regular contract after the completion of the probation period. The 

period of probation can be reduced or increased by MyGov and shall be solely based upon your 

performance. 

After successful completion of the initial contract period, a regular contract will be given. 

Please review the positions listed below and apply in the form given in this notification. MyGov is hiring 

experienced professionals for a PHP Developer. 

Interested candidates may apply in this form. 
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PHP Developer 

Position: 03 

Qualification: BE/B. Tech/BCA/MCA or Equivalent 

Years of Experience: 4+ years’ of experience 

Roles & Responsibilities 

● Develop consumer user-experience centric code.  

● Implement code which is written in PHP and PHP Frameworks like Laravel, CodeIgniter, Cake 

PHP, Symfony etc. 

● Remove bottlenecks from code. 

● Refactor legacy code to reduce technical debt. 

● Ensure code and queries interacting with databases are parameterized. Identify and fix bugs 

that are found within PHP code bases. 

● Ensure you've written unit test cases to verify the functionality of the functions and methods 

defined. Create well written documentation. 

Requirements 

● Bachelor's degree in engineering, computer application or masters degree in computer 

applications or equivalent. 

● Strong knowledge of PHP web frameworks {such as Laravel, Yii, etc}. 

● Understanding the fully synchronous behavior of PHP. 

● Understanding of MVC design patterns. 
● Basic understating of Front-end technologies such as JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS3. 
●  Knowledge of ObjectOriented PHP programing, understanding accessibility and security 

compliance. 

● Familiarity with SQL/NoSQL databases and their declarative query languages and Proficient 

understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git. 

● Skilled and experienced on Symfony and Cake 

● Work Location -  Delhi  

  

 

 

 


